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 "Stripperland" don't be fooled by the title,because it's not 

what you'd expect! 
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 Movie spoofs are tricky business,because the filmmaker is presuming that you've seen the original movie that is 

being "spoofed".Fortunately for me, within a few minutes of watching.I "got" the

funny spoof of "Zombieland". While watching the opening credits,I started to cringe a bit when I saw Lloyd

name scroll by,but he's not involved with the writing , directing, or produ

cameo appearance near the beginning of the film playing the father of the young

type character in this film.

 

This film is so over the top in warped humor,I would have been happy t

lol The more twisted and outrageous,the funnier it is for me!I guess that's

insanity of the movies made by Lloyd Kaufman. I think that Cheryl, Lovita,and I could combine our

absurd, and come up with a sequel for not only this film,but also,a spoof for Human Centipede" as
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 One-eyed Monster- A Film that would make Lloyd Kaufman beam with pride!

Another one of my Netflix instant play finds,this film is about a crew of an adult film heading into the

movie.The stars of the movie are Ron Jeremy and Veronica Hart,playing parod...
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 VICTIM a creepy blend of Human Centipede and The Rocky Horror Picture Show

"Victim" is one of those "quiet type horror films that tend to stay with me longer than

at a bar, and we see that he is being observed by a shadowy unknow...

 Nachos Anyone? Would you like some chips and jalepenos to go with that cheese?

Cheryl's  article about Flash Gordon, gave me pause to recollect some of "great" sci fi movies I've

childhood and on, even still today!   "Mars Attacks" by ...

 "Stripperland" don't be fooled by the title,because it's not what you'd expect!

 Movie spoofs are tricky business,because the filmmaker is presuming that you've

"spoofed".Fortunately for me, within a few minutes of watching.I "got" the j...

 "Caprica" a captivating scifi program Oct 28th, 2011 13:37 

I've found that taking the time to use the "star" rating system to rate movies on

used that system to rate over 2700 movies,and not all of them are...

 

 

 Member's comment 

 

 

Manster  Oct 31st, 2011 

"Poultrygeist" is a spoof in itself!Like "our other fave"Skeleton Man"! 

 

 

Cheryl  Oct 29th, 2011 

LOL! I would ad our favorite Poultrygiest, but I think that was the epitome! 
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Just finished getting my 
new business blog 
together please drop by. 
It's bare bones right now 
but I will be tweeking it 
and adding to the content. 
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